City of Kelowna
Regular Council Meeting
AGENDA

Monday, February 8, 2021
9:00 am
Council Chamber
City Hall, 1435 Water Street
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Regular AM Meeting - February 1, 2021
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To support direction to change assigned Voting Unit value for the City’s Regional
Board directors.
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Event Strategy

60 m

To update Council on the development of an Event Strategy and seek Council’s input
on the draft strategic goals and objectives.
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Resolution Closing the Meeting to the Public

THAT this meeting be closed to the public pursuant to Sections 90(1)(c)(f) and
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Report to Council
Date:

February 8, 2021

To:

Council

From:

City Manager

Subject:

Regional District of Central Okanagan Voting Unit Values

Department: Office of the City Clerk

Recommendation:
THAT Council receives, for information, the report from the Office of the City Clerk dated February 8,
2021 regarding Regional District of Central Okanagan Voting Unit values;
AND THAT Council supports the Regional District of Central Okanagan reviewing their assigned Voting
Unit value and increasing it to 5,000.
Purpose:
To support direction to change assigned Voting Unit value for the City’s Regional Board directors.
Background:
On November 25, 2019, the Regional District of Central Okanagan (RDCO) brought forward a report to
the Regional Board about Voting Unit assignments to address governance and operational concerns
associated with the Board structure. The current Voting Unit value is a population of 4,000.
The Regional Board passed a resolution authorizing the RDCO’s Chief Administrative Officer to enter
into discussions with the Ministry of Municipal Affairs to review and amend the Voting Unit assigned to
the RDCO. As part of this process, the RDCO is consulting with each member municipality to obtain
Council resolutions supporting the review and indicating the Voting Unit value they support.
Discussion:
The City of Kelowna currently accounts for seven of 13 Regional Board directors and carries weighted
and unweighted corporate votes on all matters Kelowna participates in. Weighted votes apply to
certain decisions on operating services, entering into contracts, acquiring, expropriating, or disposing of
property, financial plans, and borrowing and liabilities. Population and Voting Units are used to
determine the number of votes each municipality is entitled to for weighted votes as well as the
number of directors the municipality has for unweighted votes.
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Kelowna has approximately two thirds of the RDCO’s population. Based on growth projections, the
number of City directors on the Board would increase to eight following the 2021 Census and to nine
following the 2031 Census. A more detailed breakdown is shown in the table below.
Projected Number of Directors Based on Current Voting Unit of 4,000
Jurisdiction
Kelowna
West Kelowna
Lake Country
Peachland
Electoral Area East
Electoral Area West
Total

2016
7
2
1
1
1
1
13

2021
8
2
1
1
1
1
14

2026
8
2
1
1
1
1
14

2031
9
3
1
1
1
1
16

2036
9
3
1
1
1
1
16

2041
10
3
1
1
1
1
17

This structure furthers Kelowna’s majority on the Regional Board in the near- and long-term.
Operationally, it leaves little to no ability to have alternate Directors from the City of Kelowna as the
number of Directors increases.
The RDCO modelled the breakdown of Regional Board Directors at different Voting Units based on
projected growth over the next 20 years. Based on these projections and the intent to address
governance and operational concerns, a Voting Unit of 5,000 is recommended. This would immediately
decrease the number of City directors on the Board to six, increasing back to seven following the 2026
Census and to eight following the 2041 Census. The projected breakdown is shown in the table below.
Projected Number of Directors Based on Potential Voting Unit of 5,000
Jurisdiction
Kelowna
West Kelowna
Lake Country
Peachland
Electoral Area East
Electoral Area West
Total

2016
6
2
1
1
1
1
12

2021
6
2
1
1
1
1
12

2026
7
2
1
1
1
1
13

2031
7
2
1
1
1
1
13

2036
7
2
1
1
1
1
13

2041
8
3
1
1
1
1
15

A decrease to six Directors would result in the City accounting for half of the Regional Board Directors
until 2027, a change from the current majority of 53%. The change would help to address operational
concerns related to the City’s ability to have alternate Directors. It is expected any change would come
into effect following the 2022 election.
Conclusion:
Council is being asked to provide direction on the review of Voting Unit values and to indicate the
Voting Unit value it supports. Based on the potential Voting Units and the projected population growth,
staff recommend a Voting Unit value of 5,000. Although Kelowna would continue to be
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underrepresented as it relates to population at the Regional Board level, this provides some flexibility
for alternates, which is limited under the current structure.
Considerations applicable to this report:
Legal/Statutory Authority:
Local Government Act s. 196 Composition and voting rights and s. 197 Municipal directors: number of
directors and assignment of votes
Legal/Statutory Procedural Requirements:
A Provincial Order in Council would be required to amend the RDCO Letters Patent to change the
Voting Unit Value.
Considerations not applicable to this report:
Existing Policy:
Financial/Budgetary Considerations:
External Agency/Public Comments:
Communications Comments:

Submitted by:
L. Bentley, Deputy City Clerk

Approved for inclusion:

S. Fleming, City Clerk

cc:
B. Reardon, Regional District of Central Okanagan
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RDCO Voting Units
February 2021
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Background
Regional Board considered report on Nov 25, 2019
 Review of Voting Unit assignments






Address governance & operational concerns

RDCO consulting with each member municipality
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Regional Board
Regional Board: 13 Directors
 City of Kelowna: 7 Directors, 1 Alternate
 Kelowna has 2/3 of Regional population
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Voting Unit Breakdown
Current Voting Unit of 4,000
Kelowna
Total

2016
7
13

2021
8
14

2026
8
14

2031
9
16

2036
9
16

2041
10
17

Potential Voting Unit of 5,000
Kelowna
Total

2016

2021

2026

2031

2036

2041

6
13

6
14

7
14

7
16

7
16

8
17
12

Implications


Voting Unit of 4,000
Expands on existing majority
 Little to no ability to have alternate Directors




Voting Unit of 5,000
Half of Board Directors until 2027, then majority
 Addresses immediate operational concerns around alternates




Other Voting Unit options
Limited difference from current structure ( Voting Unit of 4,500)
 Do not reflect Regional population (Voting Unit of 5,500 or 6,000)
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Recommendation & Next Steps


Recommendation:
Support the RDCO review of Voting Unit values
 Support increasing the Voting Unit value to 5,000




Next steps:
RDCO consulting with member municipalities
 RDCO discussions with Ministry of Municipal Affairs
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Questions?
For more information, visit kelowna.ca.
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Report to Council
Date:

February 8, 2021

To:

Council

From:

City Manager

Subject:

Event Strategy

Department: Sport & Event Services

Recommendation:
THAT Council receives, for information, the report from Sport & Event Services dated February 8, 2021
regarding the activities related to the development of an Event Strategy;
AND THAT Council approves in principle the draft strategic goals and objectives as outlined in the
report;
AND FURTHER THAT Council directs staff to provide a progress update following the review and
consultation process.
Purpose:
To update Council on the development of an Event Strategy and seek Council’s input on the draft
strategic goals and objectives.
Background:
Events play several important roles in the function of a city. Not only do they serve as a mechanism to
animate and bring vibrancy to a community but also they act as a tool to advance a city’s priorities and
vision and affect the way its citizens think and feel about their community. More cities, nationally and
globally, are adopting event strategies to help drive their respective goals and objectives while reaping
the benefits events provide, including: improved quality of life, increased economic and social stimulus,
enhanced collaboration and partnerships and raised national profile.
Over the past decade, Kelowna has made significant advancements within the event industry through a
number of local initiatives and activities such as the establishment of the Outdoor Events Committee
(OEC) and key partnerships, the creation of the Major Event Hosting Program, and the streamlining of
the events application process. As a result, Kelowna boasts a dynamic annual event portfolio and has
established itself as a strong contender to host all levels of major events.
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The City’s Event Services Team, comprised of one supervisor, two full-time event coordinators and one
part-time recreation technician, leads the City’s efforts related to the various facets of special events.
Responsibilities include: event/program development, event/film permitting, grants management,
organizational development, and major event procurement. The team plays a key role in providing
direction to the local event industry as we strive to become an ‘eventful city’; a city that utilizes events
for the creation and advancement, rather than the preservation, of community development.
Events & COVID-19
Traditionally, Kelowna is host to 160+ events annually, ranging in size and type. Typical events include:
weddings, fundraisers, community-wide festivals, concerts, film productions and major events,
providing a broad array of opportunities for residents and businesses alike.
Locally, and around the globe, the event industry has taken an unprecedented hit in 2020 due to
COVID-19 and the associated restrictions on gatherings. Compared to previous years, including years
of excessive smoke and flooding, the local event industry has never been so negatively impacted as it
was in 2020. The absence of events affected much of the Kelowna community including service
providers, organizers, artists, facility operators and accommodation and transportation industries. In
addition, social connection was at an all-time low triggering increased tensions, fear of visiting physical
spaces and an overall negative affect on the community’s emotional well-being.
Out of a scheduled 173 events in 2020, only 37 were permitted with the remainder being cancelled due
to the pandemic and associated safety measures. Despite the challenges, the Event Services Team
worked closely with several event organizers to find solutions for the delivery of some noteworthy
events:
Kelowna Farmers’ & Crafters’ Market
In late March, the Farmers’ Market was advised their regular outdoor location at Springfield &
Dilworth was not available due to the uncertainty of COVID. With the impetus to support local
farmers, staff worked with organizers and health officials to offer a modified version in the
Parkinson Recreation Centre parking lot with required protocols such as, designated entry &
exit points, pre-ordering products, capping participants, and sanitizing stations.
Hungry Hungry Half Marathon
In September, the Hungry Hungry Half Marathon, which raises funds for the Central Okanagan
Foodbank, was modified to allow 167 participants to partake in the run. The race was reduced
to 5km and runners were required to pre-register for timeslots that were capped at 10 people.
The run, beginning in the Apple Bowl and progressing along the Rail Trail, had markers to
ensure social distancing, onsite health officials, volunteers along the route, sanitizing stations,
and constant communication to educate participants on safety protocols.
Kelowna Pride Festival
Traditionally, the Kelowna Pride Festival sees upwards of 4000 people march in celebration of
equal rights and diverse sexual and gender identities before enjoying an eventful day of music,
activities, and food. This year the march was adapted into separate cycle and automobile
parades to continue the tradition. Both parades, which occurred on separate days, required
pre-registration and followed Provincial COVID safety protocols including, social distancing,
capping participant and vehicle numbers, and contact tracing.
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Festivals Kelowna - Parks Alive ‘On Tour’
The Parks Alive program, which typically consists of musical acts performing at popular
Kelowna destinations such as Waterfront Park, was also modified this year. Instead of inviting
people to the concert, Festivals Kelowna brought the concert to the people in the form of ‘Parks
Alive On-Tour’. Local talent was trucked to various neighborhoods during the summer months
to play 20-minute sets before moving on to a different location. This was a popular alternative
during a difficult time and was met with positive feedback by residents who were able to enjoy
the entertainment safely. In addition, Festivals Kelowna provided modified ‘Pianos in the Park’
and ‘Buskers’ programs and were also able to offer entertainment to the 400 block of Bernard
Avenue during the last few weeks of the patio extension program.
Film Productions
Film productions were essentially halted across the globe in the early days of the pandemic.
However, due to a combination of a proactive approach from the Okanagan Film Commission,
collaboration from stakeholders such as WorkSafe BC, staff readiness, and the size of films
being produced, the film industry was able to thrive in our community during a time when most
others could not. Kelowna usually sees an average of 8 films per year, but in 2020, there were a
total of 13 films permitted by the City with even more being planned for 2021.
As we look ahead to 2021, there is still much uncertainty on how COVID-19 will impact the local event
calendar and staff will continue to explore safe and meaningful ways to support and advance the event
industry.
Major Events
In recent years, the Event Services Team has worked in collaboration with its community partners to
successfully procure an impressive schedule of major events including: 2018 Break Out West, 2019
Skate Canada International, 2020 Memorial Cup, and the 2021 Tim Hortons Brier. As a result of the
pandemic, the 2020 Memorial Cup and the 2021 Tim Hortons Brier were cancelled, and alternate
hosting dates are being pursued.
Staff continue to seek out event opportunities and are working to establish an event hosting forecast
for major events in Kelowna. This process has many contributing factors including, event availability,
available funding, facility capacities, and community support. As noted by event-industry networks,
public comfort levels will be a key indicator for the success of events moving forward. With that in
mind, staff are looking to secure events that have more of a participant-based format in 2021-2022 and
larger fan-based events for 2023-2026.
Discussion:
An eventful city is more than merely hosting several single events. It requires the development of an
integrated approach that aligns with associated Community plans (i.e. Community Sport Plan, Cultural
Plan, and Council Priorities) and maximizes how events can achieve community priorities. By
recognizing the strategic coherence of events, an eventful city is one that focuses on a proactive,
holistic, and coordinated method to trigger the advancement of community priorities. Key elements of
an eventful city include:
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Having a clear purpose and vision
Having a dynamic event portfolio
Having a collaborative event industry
Having opportunities for the creation of events
Having a reputation for being a first-class event destination
Having a collective and progressive approach from the community
Having a strategy that drives City priorities

With the evolution of the event industry moving from a supporter of civic objectives to a key driver for
achieving community priorities, the Event Services Team is becoming more proactive in their approach
and making a philosophical shift from being a City full of events to an eventful City. This includes
having a cooperative and coordinated methodology to specific elements that address the broad focus
areas of event development, event support, event management, and event spaces.
On February 11, 2019 Council endorsed a Strategic Events Framework (Appendix A) which includes a
draft vision, guiding principles, and focus areas. Since then, staff have actively engaged a variety of
event industry stakeholders to advance the development process and build out the framework.
Activities accomplished to date include:







System review
Event organizer town-halls
SWOT analysis (conducted by event organizers)
Outdoor Event Committee interviews
Post-event debriefs & surveys
Municipal (and global) comparisons

Based on the strategic events framework, and the analysis and feedback to date, four draft “Strategic
Goals” have been developed for each focus area along with a series of “Objectives” that outline the
appropriate activities needing to take place in order to achieve the goals. They are:
1) Foster a progressive and proactive approach to the development of events and film to elevate
resident pride and quality of life while supporting the process in achieving community priorities.


Promote sectoral collaboration on event-related initiatives that will strengthen relationships
with key stakeholders and support partnership opportunities.



Develop policies, procedures, and resources for the enhancement and advancement of events
and film in the community.



Actively seek out and procure large-scale, major events that have a significant impact on the
broader community.



Foster a dynamic and balanced portfolio of quality events throughout the community and
calendar year.
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Administer accurate reporting methods to measure both qualitative and quantitative data.

2) Provide quality resources and programs that enhance the community’s capacity for successful
event delivery and organizational development.


Create and facilitate funding programs that aid in the attainment, retainment, and
development of events.



Support industry development through an annual series of training programs, workshops &
seminars, for staff, event organizers and other key stakeholders.



Build a robust and sustainable volunteer program that assists with the recruitment, training and
utilization of volunteers.



Enhance the communications and marketing efforts of event organizers to actively promote
local events and expand awareness of event opportunities.



Develop a menu of innovative and tangible services & resources for event organizers that
foster the delivery of events and bolster public experiences.

3) Nurture a solution-oriented culture that utilizes progressive systems to manage the coordination,
communication, and overall delivery of a safe and flourishing event industry.


Expand and enhance online application systems to streamline the varying types and nuances of
events and film.



Develop a set of film guidelines & fees that will govern the uniqueness of filmmaking in the
community while balancing industry standards and community impact.



Ensure event and film-related bylaws, fees, and guidelines are up-to-date and based on
industry standards through regular reviews and comparative analysis.



Develop a communications and marketing strategy to effectively convey and educate
stakeholders on the impact, readiness, and benefits of events in the community



Foster the current advisory committee structure and review process to provide solutionoriented expertise effectively and proactively for all facets of local event and film delivery.

4) Adopt a collaborative and integrated approach to the development, utilization and maintenance
of event facilities, infrastructure and spaces for successful event hosting and community enjoyment.


Conduct a comprehensive review of all City-owned event facilities, infrastructure, and spaces
on a 5-year cycle and inform development/revitalization plans.
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Adopt a strategic, collaborative approach and/or explore joint funding opportunities for capital
investment and resource allocation for existing facility renewal.



Identify and animate non-traditional event spaces across the city to create safe and vibrant
gathering sites while encouraging creative expression.



Explore new and unique methods to deliver events that are accessible and available to all
residents in the community.



Ensure purposeful involvement from the events sector and consideration of event hosting
priorities in urban and parks planning exercises.

Additionally, draft “Action Items” are under development that will clearly detail the steps for each
objective. Together, the strategic goals, objectives and subsequent action items will provide clear
direction and manageable progressions for plan implementation.
In the final phases of development, staff will work with key stakeholders to review and finalize the draft
Events Strategy document and develop an implementation plan based on the established goals,
objectives, and action items. Once complete, the final document will be presented to Council for
consideration of endorsement. Project completion is anticipated for fall 2021.
Conclusion:
Events play an important role in the overall development of the community. The COVID-19 pandemic
has amplified the significance of events through their absence and has highlighted the importance and
timing of creating a meaningful Events Strategy. Becoming an eventful city will require a clear strategic
direction and collaborative approach by all stakeholders. In a future where collaboration is encouraged,
an integrated approach to the development of events will be influential in achieving resident pride,
vibrant neighborhoods, community safety, and other community priorities.

Internal Circulation:
Active Living & Culture
Communications
Considerations applicable to this report:
Existing Policy: Council’s 2019-2022 priorities identified measures supporting staff’s recommendations
in this report. Specifically, relevant to this report:
 Common understanding of future direction;
 Residents feel safe; and,
 Animated parks & public spaces
Additionally, the Events Strategy aligns with key objectives of the Kelowna Community Sport Plan and
Cultural Plan; and contributes to our efforts to be an eventful “City of the Future”.
Considerations not applicable to this report:
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Legal/Statutory Authority:
Legal/Statutory Procedural Requirements:
Existing Policy:
Financial/Budgetary Considerations:
External Agency/Public Comments:
Communications Comments:
Submitted by:
C. Babcock, Event Development Supervisor, Active Living & Culture
Approved by:

J. Gabriel, Divisional Director, Active Living & Culture

Attachments: Appendix A – Event and Festivals Framework 2019
Powerpoint Presentation – Events Presentation - 2020
cc:
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Event & Festival Framework
VISION
To be a vibrant eventful city which celebrates our spirit, contributes to our local prosperity, and enriches our quality of life

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Foster safe & positive environments

Strengthen collaboration

Encourage inclusivity & diversity

Develop a vibrant community

Support capacity building

Develop quality infrastructure

Be a catalyst for local business

Be accountable

FOCUS AREAS
EVENT
DEVELOPMENT

•
•
•
•
•

COMMUNITY COLLABORATION
INTERDEPARTMENTAL ALIGNMENT
MAJOR EVENT PROCUREMENT
EVENT CAPACITY
ACCURATE REPORTING

EVENT
MANAGEMENT

EVENT SUPPORT

•
•
•
•
•
•

FUNDING PROGRAMS
ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING
VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
WEBSITE / RESOURCE CENTER
ONSITE EVENT SUPPORT

•
•
•
•
•

APPLICATION PROCESS
FILM GUIDELINES
ALIGN INTERNAL PROCESSES
BYLAW / FEES / GUIDELINES
OUTDOOR EVENT COMMITTEE

EVENT SPACES

•
•
•
•

ASSESS CURRENT INFRASTRUCTURE
EXPLORE FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
CAPITAL INVESTMENT
CREATIVE SPACES

Updated: January 2019
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Events
Presentation
2020
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Outline


Background



2020 Events & COVID-19



Major Events



Event Strategy (Eventful City)



Strategic Goals & Objectives



Comments & Discussion

Skate Canada International
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Events & the Community
City Profile

Social
Connection

Economic
Stimulus

Quality of
Life

Community
Collaboration

Walk for Water
(with Harlem Globetrotters)
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Event Services Team
Event / Program Development
 Event / Film Permitting
 Grants Management
 Organizational Development
 Major Event Procurement


Okanagan Marathon
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COVID-19 Impact

2019

2020
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2020 Statistics
Events by Category

Total Number of Events
18
180
164

179

16
16

159
14

126

13

12

125

118
10

102

8
6
6

37

4
2

1

1
0

0
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

A

B

C

D

FILM

Wedding
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Events – 2020 Version

Farmers Market

Parks Alive! – On Tour

Kelowna Pride 2020

Hungry Hungry Half Marathon

Pianos

Film Productions
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Major Events

Tim Hortons Brier

Memorial Cup

Legion National Youth Track & Field
Championships

BC Summer Games
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Characteristics of an Eventful City
Clear Purpose & Vision
 Dynamic Event Portfolio
 Collaborative Event Industry
 Creation of Events
 First-Class Event Destination
 Collective & Progressive
Approach
 Strategy that Drives City
Priorities
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City with Events

The Eventful City

Sectoral

Holistic

Tactical

Strategic

Reactive

Proactive

A container of events

A generator of events

Ad hoc

Coordinated

Competition

Cooperation

Pandering to audiences

Provoking Public

Event policy

Events as a policy tool

Market led

Market leader

City marketing

City making

Dragon Boat Festival
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Vision
How do we want events contributing to our community?

To be a vibrant eventful city which
celebrates our spirit, contributes to
our local prosperity, and enriches
our quality of life.
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Guiding Principles
What values will guide our process?
Foster Safe & Positive
Environments
Strengthen Collaboration
Encourage Inclusivity &
Diversity

Our eventful city fosters welcoming environments and feelings of overall public safety.

Our eventful city is based on collaboration that is objective, respectful and dependent on collective contributions.

Our eventful city encourages an open, progressive and accessible environment.

Develop a Vibrant
Community

Our eventful city contributes to a vibrant and bustling community for all to enjoy.

Support Capacity
Building

Our eventful city promotes capacity building in all areas of the event industry.

Develop Quality
Infrastructure

Our eventful city provides high-quality infrastructure and public spaces to support all walks of life.

Catalyst for Local
Business
Be Accountable

Our eventful city pursues opportunities for economic stimulus for local businesses and the overall community.

Our eventful city relies on key performance indicators to ensure goals and objectives are met.
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Eventful Kelowna
Progress Report
System Review
 Municipal (& Global) Comparisons
 Stakeholder Reviews (in-progress)
 Analyze Information
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Strategic Goals
How do we get there?
EVENT
DEVELOPMENT

EVENT SUPPORT

EVENT
MANAGEMENT

EVENT SPACES

 Foster a progressive and proactive approach to the development of events and film
to elevate resident pride and quality of life while supporting the process in achieving
community priorities.
 Provide quality resources and programs that enhance the community’s capacity for
successful event delivery and organizational development.
 Nurture a solution-oriented culture that utilizes progressive systems to manage the
coordination, communication, and overall delivery of a safe and flourishing event
industry.
 Adopt a collaborative and integrated approach to the development, utilization and
maintenance of event facilities, infrastructure and spaces for successful event
hosting and community enjoyment.
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Objectives & Action Items

Apple Triathlon

Objectives
 What do we need to do to achieve our goals?
 Broad list of tasks
Action Items
 How will we accomplish our objectives?
 Specific & Measurable



Basis of Implementation Strategy
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Next Steps

 Complete Stakeholder Review
 Review and Finalize Event Strategy
 Council Progress Report
 Develop Implementation Plan
 Present Event Strategy

Anticipated Completion:
Fall 2021
Walk for Water
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Comments & Discussion

Is there anything that resonates with you regarding
the goals and objectives presented?

Based on your knowledge and connections within the
community, are there other areas of opportunity to
include?
New York New Years

Walk for Water
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Questions?
Walk for Water

For more information, visit kelowna.ca.
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